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SUMMARY.

1. Potato production in South Dakota increased
120.8 per cent from 1906 to 1915. ·
2. Yield and table value must be considered in de
ciding which variety to grow. Acme and White Harvest,
extra early varieties have proved best at Cottonwood.
Irish Cobbler and Eureka, medium early, are best at
Brookings, Highmore and Eureka. At Brookings the
]ate varieties, Raleigh, Bugless and Late Rose have also
given very satisfactory returns.
The Irish Cobbler
and Early Ohio seem best adapted for general culture
throughout the state and the Acme has given best re
sults for early market.
3. Seed potatoes should be treated and inspected
for indications of disease beneath the surface which the
treatment cannot reach.
4. Hill selection and tuber selection methods of
improving seed have given good results in the tests here
reported.
5. Rotation of crops is essential to success with
potatoes.
6. Planting -two fair sized seed pieces per hill with
hills 42 inches apart each way makes it possible to cul
tivate both ways and thus keep the potato.es free from
weeds at minimum expense. This method is recom
mended for the consideration of those who plant large
fields.
7. Bordeaux mixture containing one pound of
Paris green to each 100 gallons of the mixture makes a
very effective spray for both vine diseases and insect
enemies.
8. Potato·es should be given very frequent shallow
<mltivation.
9. Great care is necessary in harvesting potatoes
to avoid cutting or bruising them. They should be stor
ed in a dry bin where an even temperature just above.
the' freezing point can be maintained.
10. Potato exports necessitate consideration of
marketing problems, including cooperation in growing a
standard variety.
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POTATO CULTURE IN- SOUTH DAKOTA
By Manley Champlin and George Winright

�-!.

HlSTOR.Y AND IMPORTANCE�

The potato originated in Peru and Chile. Impor
tations were made from these countries into Spain about
1560, and from there the growth of potatoes spread in
to practically all countries of the world. The early
Spanish settlers probably introduced the potato into the
United States. The potato crop is of direct interest to
Practi
a great majority of the people of the state.
cally all South Dakota farmers plant enough potatoes
for their own use and some make this one of their chief
crops.
Many residents of cities and towns plant po
tatoes in their gardens. The average yield per acre in
this state, during the ten year period from 1906-1915 in
clusive, was 86 bushels per acre.
The average price
per bushel for the same period was 54 cents. As a
general average for this ten year period the potato crop
was worth $46.44 per acre per year. There- were 68,000 ·
acres of potatoes grown in 1915. The yield was
7,820,000 bushels, having a total value of $2;737,000.
The acreage in 1906 was 35,422 acres, producing a
yield of 3,542,200 bushels, worth $1,239,770.
These
figures show an increase of 92.2% in the acreage of po
tatoes in South Dakota in 1915 above the acreage in
1906; an increase in total production of 120.8% and an
jncrease in total value of 120.7% for the same time. It
is worth while to note that the increase in value has
kept pace with the increase in production and that pro
duction has gained faster than acreage, or in other
words; the acre yield has increased. It is the purpose
of this bulletin to present the results ·of experiments per
formed at the farms of the South Dakota experiment
station at Brookings, Cottonwood, Eureka and High
more, which have to do with the further improvement
of the potato crop, together with information ·drawn
from various sources so that this may be used as a guide
for potato culture in South Dakota.

'
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RESULTS O:F VAR.IETY TESTS.

There are two factors of vital importance in determining the desirability of ·potato varieties.
1. Table value.
2. Yield per acre.
The first is most important, due to the fact that
there is no profitable market for the potato in this
country, except for human food.
Some high yielding
varieties are of little value because of this fact. Pota
toes which are undesirable for food are used in Europe
in manufacturing starch and alcohol.
The accompanying map shows the location of the
South Dakota Experiment Station farms, where potato
variety tests have been conducted.

Figure 1. Map of South D1akota Showing ·Location of Experiment
Farms

rrhe following tables show the yields of potato varie
ties tested at the experiment farms.

.,
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TA!13LE 1: ANNUAL .AND AVERAGE YIELDS IN POT·ATO VARIE
TY TEST AT BROOKINGS, 1913-1916 .11 CLUBIVE

S. D.
l No. I
VARIETY:
·
Bugless ...... ..............••
876
Late Rose ....................
16
3451
Raleigh ............ .. ........
Irish Cobbler ..... .. . ......... 874
White Ohio ........... .... .... 880
Eureka ........... ...........
884
Golden Russet .... ............ 334
Burbank .. ................... 347
Carmen No. 3......... ...... .. 279
Astonisher .. . ......... ... .... 883
Pearl .. .................. .... 890
Blue Victor . ................ .. 873
Surprise .... ....... ..... .... . 885
Quick Lunch ... ....... . . .. ... 881
New Queen ................ .. . 882
Early Ohio . ........ . ... ...... 280
Rural New Yorker No. 2. ... .. 228
White Harvest ..... ... . ...... 875
Livingstone Banner .... ... ... 879
Acme ...... ..... . .... ........ 886
Early Rose ....... .......... .. 878
Bliss Triumph ................ 877
Six Weeks ..... . .. .... ... .. ... 253
Lawrence .... . ... ........... . 554
!

Yield in Bushels per Acrej Averages
1913 l 1914 J 1915 19_1_
_£ !_3 y�J 4 yr.
382
88.1 227.4 ......
..... · 212
131.31 322 1 316 104.5 214.1 194.2
156.5 . 240
262 106.5 '202.0 190.5
... ... 206
284
91.7 194.0 ......
240 107.1 193.0 ..... .
..... · / 232
!:l20 115. 5 181.6 ..... .
...... 208
258
69.0 179.0 166.2
127.8 210
158.71 200
228
89.2 172.0 168.9
127.2 198
206 104.5 169.5 158.9
168 108.0 166.0 ..... .
222
224 · 64.3 161.4 ......
196
204
64.5 159.5 ......
210
150 114.2 155.4 ......
202
204
96.5 151.5 ......
154
158
70.2 151.4 ......
226
149 126.2 150.0 154.0
166.O · 175
91.6 149.0 148.3
145.7 216
140
98.8 -148.6 ......
203
144
78.6 118.3 ......
154
124
90.5 118.1 ......
200
64
106 116.7 114.2 ......
120
144
70
100.0
104.6 ..... .
. .. .. .
89
50.0 97.0 103.8
124.2 152
...... ...... 204 138.1 ·...... ......

'l'he above three year average indicate tnat tne
Irish Cobbler is the highest yielding early potato at
Brookings and that the Bugless is the best yielding
late variety. Attention is called to the very high yield
of this variety in 1915 which was an exceptionally wet
year.
Averages for 1914 and 1916 would place the
Bugless below the Late Rose or Raleigh which are also
late varieties.

Figure 2. Potato variety test at Brookings in 1914.

J

'
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Figure 3. Potato seed impro-rnment field at Brookings. · The best
hills from this field are saved each fall for seed.

There is evidently little choice between these three
late varities for ea.stern South Dakota, in so far as yield
is concerned, but the Bugless and Ral�igh which are
white in color will probably be preferred to the Late
Rose which is pink.
TABLE II: A.NNU A:L AND A'VERAiGE YIELDS IN !POT.ATO VAR IETY TEST AT COTTONWOOD, 1912-1916 INCLUSIVE
I

I

I
I S. D. I

I

Averages
I
·
I 2 yrs.I 4 yrs.
Yields in Bushels per Acre

VARIE=�_
Y : �---......L--No..:. ! 1912
T _
:White Harvest .... . ... 875
Acme .. ................ 886
Blue Victor ... ..... .... 873
Six Weeks ... ..... . ... 253
White Ohio ............ 880
40.5
15
Early Ohio .............
Irish Cobbler ...... .... 874
Bugless .. ............. 876
885
Surprise . ..... ... . ....
Eureka ................. 884
Pearl ............ ....... 890
New Queen ............ 882
Quick Lunch ...... .. ... 881
Golden Russett . .... .... 344
Carmen No. 3 . .. .••• •.. 279 ••••••
8.9
16
Late Rose ... .. .... .•.•

I

./1912-'15
19131 19141 1915 I 1916 I
....-:-�-19-:-2-65-:-2 72.2 ....... .
74.5 67.8 ........
..... ..... 61.2
46.8 55.9 ........
..... ..... 65.0
70.2 55.3 ........
..... ..... 40.4
74.5 53.9 ...... ..
..... ..... 33.3
24.4
80.2 51.4
20.6 22.5
8
53.5 46.4 ...•.•.•
..... ..... 39.2
30.6 42.8 ........
..... ..... 55.0
75.8 40.3 .....•.•
..... ..... 5.8
66.2 40.2 ....... .
..... ..... 14.2
38.7 40.2 ........
..... ..... 41.7
56.3 38.5 ....... .
..... ..... 20.8
43.1 35.9 .•••.•••
. .... ..... 28.8
36.6 35 .4 ....... .
34.1
11.4
26.6 ...... .•....
·
65.1 34.2 ........
1.9 11.7 3.3

'i:4 ..s:s

The two year averages favor the Acme as the best
early potato for the Cottonwood section. The White
Harvest was the largest yielding variety. Unfortun
ately it has not shown as good cooking quality as s,ome
of the other varieties which yield less. While the evi
dence is not sufficient to warrant recommending any one
variety, as yet, it is clear that the -early varieties are
superior to late varieties for this section. Owing to the
frequently recurring drouths, there are periods each
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season when the potatoes remam dormant or do not
grow. This shortens the sea.son so that late varieties
do not mature. This accounts for their uniformly low
yield.
TABLE III :

ANNUAL

AiND

AVE1R AGiE

YIELDS

IN

POTATO

VARJI1ETY TEST AT EUREKA.
I
Variety
1 -S�
�����---- -- No.
Irish Cobbler . . . ... . ... 874
Bugless .. . .... . . . .. .. . 876
Raleigh ......... . . ....
345
Eureka .. .......... .. . . . 884
Early Ohio . . . ..........
15
Blue Victor . .... ..... .. 873
White Ohio ... ........ . 880
Golden Russet . .... . ... 344
Astonisher ..... .. . ..... 883

Yiel d in bushels per a cr e
\
\Av'rages
I
I
I
I
I
I 3 yrs.
I 1912 I 1913 I 1914 \ 1915 I 1916 12 yr \1912-1914
...... ! . . . • . . • • . • 268.4 245. 6 257.O • . • • • • • • •
.. . ... . .. . . ... .. 362.5 125.3 243 . 9 ........ .
...... .. . .. ..... 296.6 130.0 213.3 ... ......
221.7 176.O 198. 8
65.5 76.9 85.3 215.0 175.5 195.5
75.9
. .. .. . .... . . . ... 218.4 145. O 181.7 .........
. . ... . ... . . .. . . . 181.5 181.O 181.2 .. . ......
. .. ... . .... ..... 223.0 129. 0 176.O . • • • .• • • •
. .... . ..... .. ... 185.0 136.0 160. 0 ........ .

i�rss�e� 0Yo;k��- N�: · 21 m 1 ·:. : ·. ·.

Livingstone Banner ....
Burbank ... . .. .... . . . ..
Pearl . .. .. .. .. . .. ... ...
New Queen .... . . ..... · 1
Quick Lun ch . ... .. . ....
White Harvest ...... ..
Acme . .. ... . ... ... .... .
Carmen No. 3 .... .. .. . .
Late Rose . .. . .... .... .
Six Weeks . . . .... . . .. ..

879
347
890
882
881
875
886
279
16
253

T,ABLE IV :

AND

1

... ... . .... . . ...
... . . .... .
. . . . . . . ...
...... . . ... .....
. ..... .. . .. .. . . .
...... . .... . .. . .
. .. ... . . . . . . . ...
... . .. 58.2 74. 1
112.3 45.6/ 78. 8
......'..... .....
: : : : :

: : : : :

uu m:& rnJ :::::::::

98.4
132.5
158.0
103.4
126.8
116.5
66 . 7
138.5

161.5
122.0
94.0
138.4
91.0
87.5
131.7
123.0

40.0 108.0

129.9
127.2
126.0
120.9
108.4
102.0
99.2
98.4

........ .
........ .
........ .
....... ..
. ........
.........
......••.
..... ... .
78.9
74.0 ..... . .. .

The Irish Cobbler has given the greatest returns at
Eureka as s· hown by Table 3. The Bugless and Raleigh,
both late varieties rank second and third respectively
ANNUAL

AVERAGE

YIEiDDS

IN

,POTATO

VA RIETY TEiST •AT HIGHIMORE
\Yields in bushles per acre !
Averages
1 3 yrs. 5 yrs .1 2 yrs .
\
I
I
Variety .. .. . S. D . \
I
____\, JNo . \1912[ 1913[ 19141 1915\ 1916\ 1914-16\ 1912-16-. ... . .... 162.1 277.21 84.01174.4 .... . . - I
873
Blue Vi ctor . .
344 ... . .... ., 86.2 1 2. 56 109.81150 . 8 . ... . . . .
Golden Russet
Irish Cobbler . . . .
874
. . . : .. . . . 134.3 215.3 94.9 148.1 . . .... , I
884 . . . . ..... 1 139.71199.81 84.4 141.3
Eureka . . .. . . ..
Bugless .. . . . . . 876 . . . . ..... 106.21230.6 66.91 134 . 6 ..... ..
New Queen .. ·.. • 882 / · ... ..... 108.0 219.71 75.61134.4 . ..... - 1
Surprise .. . . .. . 885 . . .. . . ... 105. 91 186. 4 87.8 126.7 ...... .
White Harvest .. . 875 I . . . . . . . . . 86.4 297.3 1 94.7 1 126.1 .... . ..[
Rural New Yorker
228 I . ... ..... 104.91 122.0 138.9 121. 9 . . ..... I
103.81
Carmen No . 3 . . . . 279 1 69.8 29 . 8 69.0 188.61 161.81139.8
Early Ohio . . . . .
15 1 51 . 6 119.3 107 . 2 151.41 77.31 111.9
101.31
886 · .. . ..... 111.8 119.81 78.71103.4 ...... ·
Acme . . . .
Livingstone Banner 879 1 . . . . .. .. . 63.5 140.0 89.3 97.6 .... . . .1
Burbank .. . . . . . 347 .... ..... 32.0 115.21 131.31 92 . 8
. . .. .
Pearl .. . . . . .. . 890
. ... , . ... 83 . 6 137.6 52.8 91.0 : : ..... !
. .\
Bliss Triumph . . . 877 1 · .. . . . . .. 85.5 113.21 58. 21 88.9
Raleigh . . .. .. .. 3 4 5 .... ..... 49 . 8 ..... 123.61 . . . . . : : : : : ..
White Ohio .. .. . 880
· . .. ..... 99.41 88.61 73.61 87.2 . ..... .1
Quick Lunch .. .. . 881 1 . . .. .. . . . I 94.21 88.6 71.31 84.7
Early Rose . . .. . 1 878 .... .....\ 88.71 64.3\ 95.61 82.9 . ......
Six Weeks . . . . . . 2'i3 \ 51.51 50.61 82 . 31 88.6\ 46.2\ 72.3
63.81
Late Rose .. .. .. I 16 1 67 . 4 1 30 . 51 56.71 55.5\ 35.6\ 49.2 \
49.11
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in total yield. This high ranking f or these late varie
teis is due to their exceptionally high yield in 1915
which was an abnormally wet season and not to consis
tently high yields each year. For this reas·on early
varieties, such as Irish Cobbler and Early Ohio, are re
c ommended with prefeFence for the former.

,I n tests at Highmore covering a period of three
years, as shown in Table 4, Irish Cobbler has proved to
be the highest yielding early potato. As at the Eureka
farm, the Eureka variety ranks next to the Irish Cobb
l er among the early potatoes. This. is of s pecial in
terest and bears· out the accuracy of t he tests inasmuch
as Highmore and Eureka are in the same climatic area
and similar results may be expected. As at Eureka,
during the season of 191 5, some of the late varieties
produced very high yields which makes their average
yield high for the three yea.rs of the test, but a careful
study of the data shows that they have not been con
sistently high yielders. As at Cottonwood, this is due
to occasional periods of drouth when the potatoes make
no growth and for that reason, the late varieties d o n ot
usually mature their crop. The Blue Victor and the
Golden Russet, although giving the highest average
yields, a.re not to be recommended as standard market
varieties for the general crop in this section owing to
their c ol or, though either · one may be grown to good
advantage in the home garden. All points considered,
· est variety for
it appears t hat the Irish Cobbler is the b
the main crop for central South Dakota.
TABLE VALUE

In order to secure more c omplete information with
regard to the c ooking or table value of the varieties test
ed, samples of the Brookings crop of 1915 were submitt
ed to the department of home economics and the tests
,vere made by Miss Ruth Wood, under the supervision
of Miss Nola K. Fromme, acting head of this depart
ment. Each variety was cooked by boiling. The
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I

J

1•

I

time required for cooking was recorded and a compara
tive score or value was estimated for each of the points
that go to make up a good table potato. While the
quality of potatoes varies with the season and the local
i ty where grown as well as with the variety, it is be
lieved that these scores will giv.e a fair index of the
comparative boiling quality of these varieties as they
were all grown under identical conditions.
TABLE V:

CO.MP,ARATIV:E . COOK1ING

QUALITY

OF

'POTATO

VARIETIES GROWN AT BROOKINGtS IN 19115, TESTED BY
THE DEPARTMENT OF HOME IDCONOiM ICS

VARIETY ·

z
ci

Perfect Score . . . . . . . .
. . . . · · ·· · · ·
Eureka
Rural New Yorker . . . .
New Queen
Astonisher . .
Late Rose . . . . . . . . . . . .
Burbank . .
· ··· · · · · · · · · · ·
Pearl
Early Ohio . . . .
Blue Victor . . . . . . . . . .
White Ohio . . . . . . . . . .
Surprise . . . · · · · · · · · · ·
.... .......
Acme
Six ·weeks
Carmen No. 3. · · · · · · ·
......
Irish Cobbler
······
Lawrence
·····
·
·
·
·
Rose
·
·
Early
Livingstone Banner . .
..
Quick Lunch
Go lden Russet . . . . . . .
White Harvest . . . . . .

. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
...........
......
.. ..

..

....

A

U1

·=
....Eg..=2=
Cl bJJ

:;;0

<l) '-' ::l

'@

�

<l)

0

f; o ;;:;J

....... ......
884
228
882
883
16
347
890
280
873
880
885
886
253
279
874
554
875
879
881
344
875

·=

rJJ
rJJ
<l)

bJJ
i:::

34
40
27
48
30
42
55
32
35
39
40
40
32
40
32
50
45 I
40
45
40
40

I

u

10
20
9
20
9
20
10
20
9
20
9 . 5 18
9 . 2 19
6
20
10
18
9 . 7 18
9 . 5 20
9
18
20
9
10
15
9 . 2 18
18
10
8 . 5 18
8 . 5 15
20
8
20
9
5 17
g - / .15

I

rJJ
rJJ
<l)

i:::

2

:2

�

20
20
19 . 5
18
18
19 . 5
18
20
18
19
18
9
18
20
18
18
18
18
16
10
12
10

I
I

•@
�
i:::

10
10
9.5
10
9 1
8
10
10
10
9
9.5
18
9
9
9
8
9
16
6
10
8
8

Cl

�
>
�
�

'@

0

I

0
�

40
100
· 38 .
98
40
98
40
98
96
40
95
40
94 . 2
38
94
38
94
38
92 . 7
37
92
35
92
35
91
35
36 . 5 90 . 5
89 . 2
35
89
35
88 . 5
35
87 . 5
30
85
35
79
30
76 . 5
30
60
20

I

The last column indicates the total cooking score
and it will be noted that only three varieties score be
low 85. The Golden Russet with a score of 76.5 is better
adapted for baking than for boiling and in this state i s
recommended especially for that purpose, but not for
the general crop.
The White Harvest, which scores
lowest in table value, is not widely grown in the state
and though it yielded highest · o f all varieties in a two
year test at Cottonwood, it is not recommended for gen
eral culture.
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· Potato production for the -early market is of in
creasing importance · in some parts of South Dakota.
'l'ests have been carried out at Highmore to determine
t he highest yie lding variety for early m arket use and
also the variety producing the highest percentage of
marketable tubers at an early date of harvesting. The
results are shown in Table No. 6.
In o rder to make the results. of this · experiment
more clear, t he data has heen summarized and arranged
for graphic comparison in Tables 7 and 8.

TABl.JE V1I : ANNUAL AND AVERAGE YIELDS WITH PERCENT
AGE OF MARKET1ABLE TIUBER .S ; COIMPARl' SON OF
VARIETIES FOR EARLY AND 'LATE !MARKETING AT' HIGHIMORE

Date Harvested

I

zo

2:

u.i
Acme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 8 6
Pearl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 890
Bugless . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 876
White Ohio . . . . . . . . . 880
Livingstone Banner 8 7 9
White Harvest . . . . . . 875
Golden Russet . • • • . . 344
Early Rose . . . . . . . . • • 878
Bliss Triumph . . . . . . . 877
New Queen . . . . . . . . . 882
Eureka . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 884
Six Weeks . . . . . . . . . . 253
Quick Lunch . . . . . . . . 881
Surprise . . . . . . . . • . . . . 885
Irish Cobbler . . . . . . . . 874
Blu,e Victor . . . . . . . . . 873
Rural New Yorker . 228
Burbank . . . . . . . . . . . . . 347
Raleigh . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . 345
Early Ohio . . . . . . . . . . 1 5
Carmen No. 3 . . . . . . 279
Late Rose . . . . . . . . . . . 1 6

.

Variety :

•

I

i:i

ro

July 31

©
.o

C)

-

r...

©
p.
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p., ::S
116 . 1
91 . 9
53 . 3
68 . 8
50 . 0
66 . 6
90 . 0
83 . 3
26 . 6
37 . 5
36.7
59 . 4
35 . 0
66 . 5
80 . 0
83 . 3
78 . 3
83 . 0
49 . 5
70 . 7
71 . 6
72 . 2
55 . 0
80 . 0
75 . 0
82 . 0
68 . 4
51 . 5
144 . 5
64 . 0
70 . 0
43 . 0
73 . 3
45 . 4
26 . 7
39 . 1
20 . 0
16 . 5
103 . 3
86 . 0
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63 . 5
55 . 1
86 . 4
54 . 6
86 . 2
72 . 6
88 . 7
91 . 0
85 . 5
78 . 1
1 08 . 0
48 . 0
139 . 7
66 . 0
82 . 3
74 . 0
· 94 . 2
80 . 0
105 . 9
50 . 0
1 34 . 3
86 . 0
162 . 1
79 . 8
1 04 . 9
75 . 3
32 . 0
23 . 4
11 . 9
49 . 8
1 07 . 2
90.4
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. ...... .......
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1 56 . 5
213 . 1
152 . 0
123 . 2
1 23 . 2
193 . 1
149 . 8
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186 . 4
79 . 9
83 . 2
163 . 1
203 . 1
89 . 9
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85 . 4
88 . 8
70 . 6 140 . 0
8.6 . 8 297 . 3
93 . 6 256 . 6
89 . 5
64 . 3
85 . 0 113 . 2
88 . 8 219 . 7
90 . 0 199 . 8
82 . 8
88 . 6
91 . 1
88 . 8
81 . 5 186 . 4
8 2 . 8 I 215 . 3
86 . 0 277 . 2
80 . 0 122 . 0
80 . 0 115 . 1
85 . 2
93 . 7
74 . 0
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81 . 5
90. 0
91 . 3
85 . 0
93 . 3
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87 . 8
89 . 6
92.1
88 . 8
87 . 7
85 . 7
80 . 0
89 . 2
86 . 8
92 . 0
86 . 0
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88 . 3
60 . 0
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6 8.7
2 7.3
8.7
5 2. 0
4.0
1 0.7
3 9·. 3
5 8.0
3 9.3
3 8.0
3 8.0
3 8.0
5 0 .7
5 4.0
5 2.0
3 5.3
2 4.0
2 2.0
2 8.0
4 0.6
3 2.0
28 . 0 I
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p. ;g
80 . 0
63 . 4

61 . 5

43 . 7
42 . 3
84 . 0
64 . 4
24 . 0
58.0
38 . 6
64 . 5
61 . 7
61 . 3
35 . 8

42 . 2
19 . 0
74 . 2
26 . 3
64 . 0
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87 . 8
53 . 8
66 . 9
73 . 6
89 . 8
94 . 7
109 . 8
95 . 6
58 . 2
75 . 6
84 . 4
46 . 2
71 . 3
87 . 8
86 . 4
84 . 0
138 . 9
131 . 3
125 . 6
77 . 3
161 . 8
I 35 . 6 I

ffi ©
C.J �

Average
I
! Early digging!Late digging

p., �
60 . 5
72 . 8
94 . 3
79 . 6
91 . 5
88 . 6
82 . 2
69 . 0
56. 8
88 . 2
60 . 5
59 . 1
83 . 0
66 . 0
77 . 7
81 . 0
48 . 6
82 . 5
80 . 5
77 . 4
88 . 7
27 . 0. _I
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89 . 1 79 . 2
114 . 2 64 . 9
69 . 8 69 . 3
79 . 6 54 . 9
1 00 . 5 41 . 5
136 . 5 53 . 8
97 . 2 1 7 . 7
59 . 1 81 . 5
43 . 9 6 . 0
24 . 0 69 .
102 . 3
)j ] . 5
117 . 5 60 . 0
58 . 9 69 . 0
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134 . 6
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1 01 . 3
112 . 5
47 . 2
134 . 4
112 . 5
47 . 2
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43 . 5
75 .
88 . 5
43 . 5
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TABLE V.I I : COM.PRAl,S:ON OF AV1EIRAGE YIELDS OF !MARKET
ABLE POTATOES FOR E.A!RiLY !MARKET, AT HIGHMO!RE,
1914 TO 1916 INCLUSIVE

SD Bu.
I No
I per ,
Var iety
acre
Comparative Yiel ds
I
Ac me
.. .. . . .... . .- 886 98. 9 1---------------Ir ish Cobbler . . .. . . . . . . 874 95 . 2 1 --------------Eureka
.. . . . . . . . . 884 83 . 2 -------------Early Ohio . . . . . . . . . .
1 5 82.0 1------------E arly .Rose . . . . . . . . . . 878 74.81 ----------
Pearl . .
. . . . . . . . . . 890 71 . 5,---------Carmen No. 3 . . . . . . . . . . 279 70.5 1 ---------Wh ite Ohio . . . . . . . . . . .. 880 70 . 4 ---------Bliss Triumph . . . . . . . . 877 64.6,-------Surpise
. . . . .. . . . . 885 64 . 0 1 -------Quick Lunch . . . . . . . . .. 881 63 . 21-------
New Queen . • . • . . . . .. 882 54.21 ------
Wh ite Harvest . . . . . . . . 875 50 . 4
Goledn Russet . . . . . . .. 3441 49.5,-----Blue V ictor . . . . . . . . .. 873 47. 81-----S ix Weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . 253 46.2 1----L ate Rose . . . . . . . . . . . . 16] 40 . 7
Bugless . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 876 3 5.71---Rural New Yorker No. 2... 228 24 . 6 -Burbank . . . . . . . . . . . . 347 1 23 . 2 -Livi�g stone B anner . . . . . . . 879 18.3 R ale1g}J. .. .. . . . . . . . • . . 345 4. 2 1 -

TABLE III : OOMPA'RJl1SON OF AVERAOE YIELDS OF MARKET
ABILJE ,P OTATOES IN A TEST OF .POTIATO V'ARIETHDS fiOR
LATE MARKE'T AT HIGHIMORE, tl 914-1916 INC:UUSIVE
Var iety
Comparative Yiel ds
li�1 acre
:e�· ,
Blue V ictor . . . . . .
. . 873 146.1
. , 874 122.0
Ir ish Cobbler . . . • . •
Gol den Russett . . . .
. . 344 120.0 1 ----------Bugless . . . . . . . . . .
. . 876 111.0 ---------New Queen . . . . . . . . . . 882 100.0
Eureka .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 884 100 . 0
C armen No. 3 . . . . . . . ... 279 98. 0 --------Wh ite Harvest . . . . . . . . 875 97. 0 1 --------
Rural New Yorker No. 2 . . 228 83.4 --------·
E arly Ohio .. . . . . . . . . 1 51 81 . 81------
L iv ing stone' s B anner . . .. 8791 76.6
Wh ite Ohio . . . . . . . . . . 8801 71, 3 1 ------Quick Lunch . . . . . . . . . . 8811 70 . 0 -----Surp irse . . . . . . . . . . . . , 1 8851 68.� -E arly Rose .. . . . . . . . . . . , 878J 68.0 ----Bl iss Triumph . . . . . . . . . . 87':' 66.0 ,
Acme .. .. . . .. . . . . . .: o�6 60.0 ---Burbank .. .. . . . . . . . . 347 , 59.8
Six Weeks . . . . . . . . . . .. 253 45.3 --Pearl .. .. .. .. . . . . . . 890 1 40.5 1-
Raleigh .. .. . . . . . . . . .. 345 I 26.1 Late Rose .. .. .. . . . . .. 161 20.0J-

T he above data indicate t�r nt the Acme is superior
to any other variety for early market purposes.
The
Acme is very similar to the Early Ohio in appearance
but matures earlier. The Iri sh Cobbler ranks second
to the Acme in production of marketable tubers for
early market, and, with the exception of the Blue Vic-.
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ior, it stands first in the production of marketable tu 
bers at the late digging.
A study of all variety tests indicates. that in gener
a l the Irish Cobbler i s the best early variety for all parts
of the state. The Early Ohio, which is the most commonly
grown variety of any in the state at present, has proved
Letter than late varieties for the central and western
section, but inferior to some of the early varie'ties. In
tile eastern section late varieties sometimes yield better
. than early .varieties. Best results in tests of late var
jeties at Brookings, have been obtained with . Bugless
and Raleigh, w hite varieties, and the Late Rose, a pink
variety.
VARIETY DESCRIPTIONS.

In the following pages the variety characteristics
of all varieties tested are given with photographic prints
showing representative tubers from each except the
Early Petoskey which is similar to the Irish Cobbler in
appearance and is listed with it. With this exception
the varieties are listed in alphabetical order for con
venient reference.
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9

Figure 4. Acme S. D. 886.

Acme, S . D . 886, belongs to the Early Ohio group
and is probably a seedling from the Early Ohio. The
vines are upright and strong with dark green stems and
It
The flowers are white.
medium to large leaves.
is very similar to the Early Ohio in habit of growth,
charaeter of foliage and color of flowers, but matures
The tubers are round-oblong with numerous
earlier.
shallow eyes . The skin is · a light pink with deep color
around the eyes and the surface is dotted with small
These dots either . do not
corky dots called lenticels.
occur or are rather inconspicuous in the Rose varieties
This is the chief distin guishing characteristic between
the Ohio and the Rose groups .

The sprouts are short and much enlarged at the
The cooking. and keeping qualities are slightly
base.
The Acme variety ranks
inferior to the Early Ohio.
second in a two year test of 23 varities at Cottonwood
and fourth in a three year test of 24 varieties at High
more.
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,Figure 5. Astonisher S. D. 883.

Astonisher, S. D. 883, is a late v ariety. The vines
are large and sturdy with stems nearly upright.
Its
flowers are white.
The tubers are broadly roundish,
slightly tapering toward seed end. Its flesh is firm
and white. Its cooking and keeping qualities are good.

Figure 6. Bliss Trimnp·h S. D. 877.

/
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Bliss Triuif!:ph, S. - D . 877, is an early potato belong
ing to the Triumph group. It matures about a week earl
ier than the Early Rose. It originated in Connecticut ·
and i s claimed to be a cross between seedlings of Peer
less and Early Rose. The vines are dwarfed, fairly
compact, the leaves medium to large and dark green.
The flowers are white or purple. The tubers are med
ium ·s ized, round and uniform in shape.
The eyes are
numerous and slightly depressed.
The skin is light
red in color.
The flesh is fine grained .
The keeping
qualities are good and cooking qualities fair, but the
yield has been low in all tests.

Figure 7. Blue Vict-0r S. D. 873.

Blue Victor, S. D. 873, is a late maturing variety be
longing to the Pearl group.
The vines are of medium
size with a rather upright habit of growth. The stems
.are medium dark green, streaked with purple.
The
leaves are l arge, fiat and dark green in color. The tu
bers are dark blue in color, splashed with creamy yel
low, particularly around the eyes.
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Figure 8. Bugless S. D. 876.

Bugless, S. D. 876, is a late maturing variety be
longing to the Rural group. It was introduced into
South Dakota by the Gurney Seed Company of Yank
ton. The vines are heavy with medium sized, heavy,
d ark green leaves which feel leathery. The -eyes are
comparatively few and shallow. The tubers are large,
white and firm. Its co·oking and keeping qualities are
good. It has also proved an excellent yielder when the
seasons were favorable to late maturing varieties.

Figure 9. Burbank S. D. 347.
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Burbank, S. D. 347, was originated by Luther Bur
bank in 1873 and is the leading variety of tp.e Burbank
group.
The vines are bushy and medium large w ith
�terns light to medium green, branched and spreading
with leaves abundant and medium sized.
The flow
ers a.re white. The tubers are long, cylindrical or slight
ly flattened in shape.
The eyes .a.re fairly numerous
and well distributed, rather shallow and occasionally
protuberant.
The skin is smo-oth and of a dull white
color. The flesh is firm, fine grained, and of excellent
flavor, dry and floury.
It is a good market potato.

Figure 10.

Carman N o. 3 S. D. 279.

Carmen No. 3, S. D . 279, is a strong growing . late
maturing variety of the Rural group. It is claimed to
be a seedling from a seedling originated by E. S. Car
man in 1888. The v ines develop slowly at first but as
the season advances they branch rather freely and de
velop reasonably large plants .
The primary s· tem is
npright, l ong jointed and rather sparsely c overed with
foliage.
The lateral branches are slightly decumbent.
rr'he stems are streaked with dark purple.
The leaves
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are small, dark green, and have a crumpled appear
ance.
The flowers a.re abundant and of fair size, the
central portion of the corolla is a deep violet-purple,
which gradually shades into a lighter tone toward the
periphery. The c;,olor is nearly absent Off the upper
side of the five points of the corolla. The tubers are
large, round-flattened or distinctl y oblong .
T he eyes
are very shallow and but few in number. The skin is
r
creamy white
an d occasionally netted. The keeping
qualities are very good and cooking qualities fair. The
tubers are of desirable shape and attractive color .

,!

Fi gu re 11. Early ·Ohio S. D. 280 or S. D. 15.

Early Ohio, S. D. 280, ( 15 ) is representative of the
Early Ohio group. It was originated in 1871 by Alfred
Reese and claimed to be from a seedling of Early Rose.
It matures earlier than the Early �ose and produces
Letter. The vines are of medium height, with stout
rather · erect dark green stems and medium to large
leaves. The flowers are rather abundant and white.
The tubers are round-oblong with full rounded seed and
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stem en ds.
The eyes are rather numerous, shallow
but strong and sometimes protuberant. The skin is light
pin k and dotted wit.h small corky dots.
The flesh i s
f i rm and creamy white.
The sprouts are short and
much enlarged at t he base, color varying from carmine
violet to violet-lilac . Its cooking and keeping qualities
are go·od, and it finds a ready market." T his is t· he most
Dxtensively grown variety in South Dakota at the pre
sent time and owing to its good market qual_ities it will
doubtless retain its popularity although out-yielded by
other varie·t ies in the tests .

..

Figure 12. Early R,o se S. D. 878.

Early Rose, S. D . 878, is claimed to be a seedling of
Garnet Chili.
It i s an early maturing vari(tty of the
Rose group. Its vines are stout and erect with stalks
of medium height ;. leaves large and flowers white. T he
tu'bers are quite smooth and nearly cylindrical, vary
ing to flattish at the center. · The skin is thick and
tough and pink in color.
The flesh is white and solid .
Its c ooking and keeping qualities are fair.
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Fig'ure 13. Eureka S. D. 884.

Eureka, S. D. 884, is a high yielding ·medium early
The vines
variety, belonging to the Cobbler Group.
Its
a.re remarkable vigorous, with light green foliage.
tubers are oval or nearly round and slightly enlarged
The eyes are numerous and shallow.
at the stem end.
The flesh is
The skin is white and :tnuch russeted.
white and its cooking and keeping qualities are excel
lent. This is a high yielding v ariety and suited to all
parts of the state .

:Figure 14.

California Golclen Russet S. D. 344:.
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Golden Russet, S. D. 344, is a ne,v late maturing
variety of the Burbank group. The vines are bushy
and medium large. The stems are light to nearly green,
branched and spreading.
The leaves are abundant
and of medium size, long, oval ; eyes perfectly level with
�mrface of tuber and devoid of knobby protuberances.
The skin is a beautiful russet color, heavily netted. Its
eooking and keeping qualities are fair. It is especially
good for baking.

Figure 15. : lrislt Oohbler S. D. 874.

Irish Cobbler, S. D. 874, is an early maturing pota
to, belonging to the Cobbler group. Its vines are
medium in size with a somewhat spreading habit of
growth.
Its stems are dark green, stocky and rather
short jointed. The leaves are large, flat, more or less
flaccid and of a medium dark green color. · The tubers
are roundish-fl.a ttened with blunt ends, the stem end
often being rather deeply notched, giving a shouldered
appearance to the tuber.
The eyes are medium .in
number, . varying from shallow to rather deep, particu
l arly in the bud eye cluster. The skin is smooth and of
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a light russet color. �The flesh is white and its cook- ·
ing and keeping qualities are good. This is one of the
best yielding early varieties grown in South Dakota.
It is suited to all parts of the state, and is desirable
either for early or fall market.
The Early Petoskey, S. D. 1101 :1 is another early po
tato belonging to the Cobbler group. 1:he vines are
F:, trong and heal thy ; similar to the Irish Cobbler with
flowers which are light purple. The tubers are round
slightly flattened ; eyes few and shallow ; skin pure
white, smooth, glossy and very thin ; flesh solid and
white. This variety yielded 104.8 bushels at Brookings
in 1916 while the Irish Cobbler yielded 91.7 bushels per
a cre, a difference 13.1 bushels in favor of the Early
Petoskey.
Considering the very favorable results ob
tained from the use of · the Irish Cobbler it seems pro
bable that the Early Petoskey will become an impor
t. ant variety in South Dakota. Later tests will deter
mine the value of this variety more definitely.

:Fig ure 16. Late Rose S. D. 16.
1

Late Rose, S. D. 16, is a medium late potato belong
ing to the Rose group.
It matures from two to four
w eeks later than the Early Rose.
Its vines are of
medium height, more stocky and upright in growth than
the Early Rose vines·.
The flowers are white.
The
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tubers are elongated or oblong, usually flattish at · the
_center and rounded. The eyes are numerous and shal
low to medium in depth, sometimes protuberant. The
skin is smooth and reddish in color. The Late Rose
tubers can be distinguished from the Early ' Rose tubers
by their bright red seed end when first dug. The flesh
1s c reamy white and its cooking and keeping qualities
, are fair.

Fi gure 17. Lawrence .S. D. 554:.

Lawrence, S. D. 554, is a new variety of the Early
Ohio group, originated by 0. ],. Lawrence from a lot of
seedlings. The vines a.re large with erect stalks and
dark green h�aves. Its flowers are white and quite
abundant. Its tubers ar.e roundish-oblong with eyes
eomparatively few, rather deep and tinged with pink.
.
rr'he skin is s' inooth and its. cooking and keeping quali 
ties are good. Tl}is variety has give·n fa1r yields at
Brookings as an average for two year�. . It . has _not
been te· sted at the other stations.
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Figure 18. Livingstons Banner . S . D. 879.

Livingstons Banner, S. D. 879, is a medium late
variety of the Rural group, probably a selection from
Rural New Yorker No. 2. Its vines are medium to
The stems
large and sparsely covered with foliage.
.nre streaked with dark purple. The leaves a.re small
and dark green , crumpled in appearance and leather y to
the touch. The flowers are white, plentiful and of fair
size. The tubers are round, flattened, with eyes few
.and shallow and skin cream y white. Its cooking and
Jrneping qualities are fair.
New Q ueen, S. D. . 882, is an early variety belon ging
to the Hebron group. I t is claimed to be a seedling
from Beauty of Hebron.
Its vines are of medium
hei ght with stout, erect dark green stems and medium
to large leaves. The flowers are white , tubers elong
.ated, somewhat flattened with rather blunt ends. The
eyes are numerous and medium deep. . The skin is
creamy ·white, more or less clouded with flesh pink or
li ght pink. The coo-king ·qualities are good.
. Se,e ,cut on next ,page
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figure 1 9. N e,w Queen S. D. 882.

Figure 20. Pearl S. D. SSO.

Pearl, S. D. 890, is a midseason variety of the Pearl
group. It is supposed to be a sport of Blue Victor. Its
vines are · sturdy, medium to large with dark green,
rather stocky stems, upright in the early part of the
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season, later assuming a decumbent position as the
plant approaches maturity.
Its leaves are large, · flat
and medium dark green. The flowers are white. The
tubers are medium to large in size, round-flattened usu
ally heavy shoul dered and broader at the stem-end with
rather shallow eyes and pinkish to light purple in c olor
when freshly dug. T his color disappears during storage
and the skin. becomes either light russet or brownish
white.
The flesh is solid with fine grain.
Its cook
ing �n d keeping qualities are medium.

: Figure 2 1. Quick Luncll S. D. 881.

Quick Lunch, S. D. 881, is a member of the Triumph
group and is claimed to be a seedling of the Peachbl ow . ·
It matures very early ; ten days to two weeks earlier
than the Early Rose. T he vines are dwarfed an d fairly
compact, not much branched, with stems, short, stocky
and dark green in color, and leaves medium large an d
dark green . The flowers are purple or rose-lilac . The
tubers are nearly globular in form . The eyes are
shallow with a pinkish cast aroun d each eye and the
Its
8kin is brownish white, flaked with rosy crimson.
cooking qualities are fair. It keeps well if grown late,
bu t is primarily an extra early variety £.or early market.
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Figure 22. Raleigh S. D. 345.

Raleigh, S. D. 345, is a late m::ituring variety of the
Hural group. It was originated by E. S. Carman and
is said to be a seedling of Rural New Yorker No. 2 .
r_l1he vines are medium to l_a:ge in size with primar_y stem .
upright, long jointed and sparsely _covered with foliage .
ri1 he stems are slightly streaked with dark purple. The
leaves are small, dark green, crumpled and leathery to
the touch, .- Its flowers are fairly a;b_u ndant and of fair
size ; the central portion of the corolla being a. d�ep v1oiet
purple.
The tubers are .round-flattened to broadly
roundish:
The eye· s are few and very shallow. · - The5kin i s creamy white . and occasionally netted-.
The
sprouts a.re blue; short and have· base enlarged. ' Its
coqking an� . ke_e ping _ qualit{es are excel.l ent. , This
variety yield$. well in the eastern part of the state, but
lik� othe.r late varieties is not suited. to the western sec
tion. -
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Figure 23. Rural New Yorker, No. 2, S. D. 228.

Rural New Yorker, No. 2, S . D. 228, is a medium
.l ate potato, belonging to the Rural group. It was ori
ginated by E. S. Carman and claimed to be a seedling
of seedlings raised thru several generations. The vines
are medium large ; thrifty and strong, with primary
stem upright, long jointed and sparsely covered with
foliage.
The stems are streaked with dark purple.
rrhe leaves are small, crumpled ·and leathery to the
touch.
The flowers are fairly abundant and deep vio- ·
let in color near the center of the corolla., turning light
er t oward the edge.
The tubers are round-flattened
to broadly roundish oblong flattened or distinctly ob
long with eyes few and very shallow. The skin is pure
white and occasionally netted. The sprouts are short,
dull white, b ase enlarged. Its flesh is white and its
cooking and keeping qualities are very good. If a. l ate
variety is to be grown, the Rural may be safely recom
mended.
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Figu re 24. Six Weeks S. D. 253.

Six Weeks, S . D . 253, is a very early maturing po
tato of the Early Ohio group: It usually requires about
70 days to mature .
This potato is thought to be a
seedling of the Early Ohio.
The vines are small to
medium, upright and bright green .
The flowers are
white.
The tubers are oblong to round and medium
to large in size, with shall ow eyes and sm ooth pink
skin . The flesh is yell owish-white to white.
The
cooking and keepin g q ualities are f air.
It is adapted
for extra earl y home or market use but does not pro
rluce high en ough yiel ds to warrant its use as a genera1
f ield crop.

Surpri se, S. D . 885, is a very early potato, much ear
The vines
J ier than the Earl y Ohio or Early Rose.
are of medium heigh t with stout rather erect, dark
The flowers
green stems and medium to large leaves .
are white and abundan t.
The tubers are obl ong with
Pyes wel l set, and the skin is light pink in color.
The
flesh is whi te and remarkably fin e grained, an d of fair
cooking qua l i ty.
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Figure 25. Surprise

,s .

D. 885.

'1

J
I

Figure 26.

Wl1ite H arHst S. D. 875.
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White Harvest, S. D. 875, is an early, white potato,
belonging ,to the Green Mountain group. The vines are
large, strong and well branched. T he flowers are white
and abundant. T he tubers are round-flattened, with
seed ends usually blunt, eyes shallow and skin creamy
white . shading to russet near the seed end. Its cook
ing qualities are fair.

Figure 27. "\Vllite Ohlo S. D. 880.

White Ohio, S. D. 880 is an early variety of the
Early Ohio group. It matures a little earlier t, han the
Early Rose. It is claimed to be a sport from the Early
Ohio. The vines are of medium height, with stout,
erect, dark green stems and medium to large leaves,
and white flowers. The tubers are round-oblong, with
·full rounded seed and stem ends and numerous s hallow
eyes, particularly around the bud-eye cluster. The
�,kin is nearly white. The latter is the · only point of
· difference between the Early Ohio tubers and those of
the White Ohio. The surface of the skin is covered .
with corky dots or lenticels. The cooking qualities
are medium.
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SEED SELECTION.

r
I

The market is becoming more exacting in its demand
for potatoes o- f a uniform size and more discriminating
against mixed sizes and shapes. Fertility of , soil, rate
of planting, method of cultivating and character .o f sea
son will modify the size an d ·shape of potatoes but much
more uniform potatoes will be produced if careful seed
sel_ection is · practiced.
Two desirable methods of de
veloping high grade seed potatoes a.re-the hill selec
tion and the tuber selection method.

Figure 28. -Seed improvement field at Brookings showing hill - selec
tion metl10cl of g·atbering seed.

The hill-selection method consists in marking those .
hills which cqnta.in four or more uniform potatoes of
fair size. Special care is taken to' see that the hills se
lected have tubers ,that are true fo the desired · type.
Such hills are_· marked with small stakes by the man_ in
· charge.· Then the potatoes from the marked hills are
picked up first and placed in · a .bin · by themselves . Thus
the seed for the next year 's crop is selected and r·eady
in·the fall. The remaining potatoes are then picked up
and graded, the better ones going · to market and t he
culls saved for stock feed. This method is convenient
and involves no ex�ra labor except that the pa.rt of the
field from which the seed 1s selected must be dug by
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hand labor. It is a great c onvenience to have the seed
selected in the fall and stored ready for the spring plant
mg·.
( 1 ) The tuber-selection method c onsists in select
ing a sufficient number o f the best tubers. These tubers
should weigh from six to eight ounces and be uniform
in shape and free from disease. Such selections may
Le made in the fall as the potatoes are picked up or in
the spring as the tubers are cut for seed according to
convenience, but we consider it preferable to selct the
seed tubers and place them in a separate bin in the fall,
thus having the seed ready for spring and that practice
is followed on the experiment farms.
The following tabl e shows the results obtained on
the South Dakota Experiment Station farms in a com
y;arative test of see d selection methods.
TABLE IX : A rNNiUAL AND SERVICE YIELDS IN A TEST OF ,SEIDD
SELECTION IMETHOiDS AT BROOKINGS, EUREKA AND
H IGHMORE, 1915-11 9 1 6 .

Yield in Bushels per Acre
r
Averages
Early Ohio S. D. 1 5 1
1915
I
1916
I
I
Hil l
I Tuber I
Hill
Hill- 1 -Tuber
I Tuber '
Stations . . . . . . ! Selecte d ! Selected I Selected Selected ! Selected ! Selected
93 . 8
Brookings . . . . . . , 1 1 8 . 2
116 . 0 I
71 . 3
71 . 6 /
94 . 7
Eureka . . . . . . . .
2 1 0 . 0 1 1 80 . 0 I
1 53 . 2
148 . 8
1 81 . 6
1 64 . 4
Highmore . . . . . · \
90 . 7
110 . 0
77 . 9
88 . 9
84 . 3
99 . 4
. _
. . . .
1 39 . 6
1 3 5 _: } _
1 00 . 8
1 03 . 1
1 20 . 2
119 . 2
Averages . _

I

I

I

I

T he above results are i n favor o f the hill-selection
method at Brookings and Eureka but not at Highmorr.
In view of the fact that the Eureka results agree with
those at Brookings i t seems probable that some error
may have been ma.de at Highmore either in planting or
in harvesting the potatoes in this test, or possibly the
contradictory results are dU<� to the fact that drouths
l1a.ve frequently occurred at Highmore, which delay t he
gro wth of the potatoes, thus tending to neutralize the
effect of s· eed selection, moisture being the limiting fac
tor that detern:iines· the yield.

( 1 ) 1S ee Bureau of .Plant Industry, Circular No. 113, "Th e 'tu.her
unit method of s· e ed .potato irmpr,ov, e ment for suggest'ions iconcerning
the arrangement of a tuher-unit selection : plat and a .c onvenient sys
tem of keep'ing records.
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The hill selection method is usually better than the
tuber selection method. Either method is superior to
planting unselected seed. Clean, medium sized tubers
should be chosen for seed. The following score card is
used in teaching students to select seed potatoes. It
gives the important points that should be kept in mind
when making such selections.

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLE·GE AND EXPERI
MENT STATION

Agronomy Department
Students ' Score Card-Potatoes
Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Name of Judge . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Variety . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Variety Characteristics
Color of Skin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Color of Flesh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Color of Vine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Color of Bloom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ." . . .
Shape of Tuber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Remark:s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Judging Sample
I/ Perfect I
Score I
I
I
= ,---,---------.r,------,u n
-----.i fo. -.. ---. , - 2 0 - rm�
ity. -

Number of
Sample

'POINTS TO CONSIDER

· Typ e
50
Points

Comme rcial
Con d ition
50
Points

I
I

Conformity to Var\
iety Color . . . . .
i
I ;Conformity to Vari i ety .Sha:pe . . . .

!

I

I

10

10

r Quality of Skin .

10

I

.I

20

.\

10

l ·Desirability of Siz·e .
-I
Total . . . . . . . . . . . J

10
100

Quality o,f Flesh

I Freedo m From 1Disease

I

I

,1 0

L Cond1tllon of Eyes

1·

-I, - I, - ! -

I·

I
l

f/
I.

II.

Type.
a.

All tubers should be uniform in shape, size and
color.
b. The color should conform to the variety char
acteristics.
c. The shape should not vary materially from the
variety character:1stics.
d. The eyes should ·be moderately deep and nor
mally distributed.
Commercial Condition.

a.

b.

c.
d.
III.
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Explanation of Points

The skin should be clean, bright and free from
checks, sunburn or other injury.

The flesh should be granular and free from
sponginess, dark spots or hollow centers.
South Dakota pota toes, properly raised, have
excellent flesh quality.

The tubers should be free from disease such as
scab, dry rot, etc.
A good market pofato should be of medium size.

Disqualifications-Exhibits having 5% or more of
mixture ·or showing indication of _infectious diseases
s· uch as scab, black leg, wart disease, or which do not
conform t o specifications, shall be disqualified.

Figure 29. Relathe yield from seed pieces of same size cut from
large and small tubers.
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SEED TREATMENT.

Potato disease is a very important factor in potato
production.
Scabby, deformed or otherwise affected
potatoes are very . difficult to transport because 'Of decay
producing organisms and bring a low price on the mar
ket. The use of disease infected seed is one of the
principal causes for low germination , poor stands and
the resulting low yields.
The prev·ention of disease and improvement in the
quality of potatoes can be accomplished mor:e thorough
ly and with less expense before planting than at any
other time if the diseases that are carried by seed tubers
are recognized and treated at the time.

Figure 30. ,Common Scab. ,Both normal and pitted sea.b spots are
shown. Penn. Exp • .Sta. Bui. HO

Common scab ( Fusarium tuberosum ) is indicated
by the presence of rough, scabby or pitted spots on the

I
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surface of the potato. The disease is caused by a para
sitic organism.
The parasite lives over winter in the
soil. For that reason if potatoes are grown on the
same land year after year it becomes impossible to se
�ure clean tubers. The common cause of infection is
believed to be the planting of infected seed.
Potatoes affected with scab should be treated be
fore planting by soaking for two hours in a solution
composed of one pint of formalin ( standard 40% solu
tion of formaldehyde ) to 30 gallons of water. After re
moving from the solution the tubers may be dried or cut
and planted at once. A rotation of crops allowing at
least four years from one potato crop to the next is es
sential in combating this disease. The rotation should
not include sugar beets as they carry this disease. Lime .
or fresh stable manure increase scab if applied to the
soil the same year potatoes are grown.

Figure 31. Russe,t Scab. Showing russeting and scabbing caused by
Coil.·ticum. Penn. Exp. 1Sta:tlon Bulletin 140.

Russet Scab ( C orticum vagum solani, Burt. )
is a fungous disease which is very common in most
potato soils, especially those that are somewhat heavy.
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This disease does not always cause serious loss. On the
contrary it usually causes seri ous damage only on cer
tain soils and in sea.s ons when weather conditions are
favorable for its development. The fungus grows free
ly in w8't and poorly drained soils and during seasons
when precipitation is heavy. . In the west, excessive
irrigation helps to develop the disease.
The following are the most important manifesta
tions of the disease.
a. The killing of young sprouts even before they
reach the surface of the ground.
This 1s of ten the
cause of poor stands on heavy soils.
b. The production of lesions, that is, unnatural
changes in structure on stems below
the
sur
face of the soi l . This may result in a potato " rosette H
or the form ation of ' ' Aerial tubers. ' '
c. Attacks on roots causing the form ation of a
large number of small tubers.

.,

d. Attacks on ,t ubers, causing a cracking and rus
seting effect upon the skin.
e. A serious scabbing of t he . tubers. Disinfection
with the formalin treatment is not effective nor is a ro
tation of crops w holly effective in controlling this di
sease as the fungus is parasitic on many other plants .
It affects beets, beans, and cotton as well a s potatoes.
Heavy clay soils should either be drained or not used for
potatoes if this disease is present.
Seed tubers should
be treated with the corrosive sublimate solution as f'ol
lows. Add four ounces of mercuric chloride ( corrosive
sublimate ) to 30 gallons of water.
Soak the seed tu
bers in this solution for one and one h alf hours and
and spread them in a cl ean pl a ce to dry.
Metal con
tainers should not be used for the corrosive sublimate
solu tj on and care should be taken in its use as it is a
(leadly poison.
This treatment also aids in controlling
other potato diseases and can be used instead of the
forrn al in treatment.

'

)
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Figure 32. A potato affected with black-leg, sho,wing decay starting
from the srem end. (U. S. Dept. o·f A gr. Farmers' Bulletin 544) .

Bhwk Leg ( Bacillus phytoplitho rus, Appel ) is a
serious potato disease which is caused by a bacterial
organism carried by the seed tubers.
This disease is indicated by a decay starting at the
stem end of the potato. Bruised or cracked tubers are
especially susceptible to this disease and should be re
jected at planting time. Selected seed should be given
the formaldehyde treatment recommended for common
.scab, and , s hould not be cut until immediately before
planting. A dish containing formaldehyde solution
should be kept close at hand when cutting the seed po
tatoes and if a diseased tuber is accidentally cut, the
knife should be disinfected before cutting another potato.

Fusarium Wilt ( Fusarium oxysporum ) is a
fungus disease that winters in potato tubers and may be
widely spread if infected seed is used. This is one of
the diseases which may be indicated by a brown dis
coloration from one-fourth to one-half inch deep at the
stem end of the potato. Such discoloration is sufficient
to warn the grower not to use the affected tuber for
seed.
All tubers showing ·indication of this disease
should be discarded.
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Flgure 33. Stem -end Browning of Potatoes due to Fusarium Oxy
sporum. Tubers from wilted plants, Burbank Variety,
Middle River, California, U. S. Dept, Agr. Bui. 64, Plate 2.

If many such tubers are found, no seed should be
selected from the lot as the land is likely to become in
fected by such practice. Fusarium wilt is a very com
mon disease in the central, southern and southwestern
states. The question if pure seed is a vital one in
di stricts where thi s disease i s present. The only place
where see d · can be procured without great danger of
being infected i s from the northern states. There i s
no defiinite relation.ship between this disease and the
Sertility or non :-fertility of the soil. Fusarium wilt can
. not be completely eradicated by crop rotation, but a
rotation allowing f rom five to eight years between pota
to crops will aid materially in preventing losses from th�
wilt disease.
Powdery Dry Rot ( Fusarium trichothecioides )
is one of. the principal species of fusarium in the w estern
�tates. Outside of the regions where late blight occurs
thi s is . one of the chief storage diseases. It -i s. primarily
r1 wound parasite and often spreads very rapidly. T hi s
<lisease. does not attack the growing plant to any extent,
but if partly affected potatoes are planted the fungus
l ives thru the summer an d attacks the next c rop after
j t goes into storage. Potatoes showing any sign of de-
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cay should be rejected at planting time for this reason .
· Great care is necessary not to bruise potatoes in har
vesting or loading as the disease will spread rapidly
among· injured tubers. Storage cellars should be well
cleaned, disinfected and the temperature kept low.
External forms of dry rot are caused by other fungi
closely related to the one causing powdery dry-rot.

1:'igure 34. A potato affected with powdery dry.rot. Section through
a diseased tuber, U. S. Dept. of Agr. Farmers' Bulletin 544.

Preventive measures such as rejection of partly de
cayed tubers and care in handling are the most practical
means of control for this disease.

STEM END BLACK ROT is a tuber decay which
is caused by the fungus ( Fusarium radicicola ) .
The
decay is usually very slight at digging time but devel
ops during storage. From 10 to 25 per cent of the
tubers in storage are sometimes affected with this dis
The fungi enter most easily thru wounds, al 
�ase.
t hough they may enter thru the lenticels. Control mea
sures include rotation of crops, proper storage condtions
�md the rejection of diseased tubers for seed.
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figure 35. Stem End Black Rot produced by Fusarium radicicola ,
S. Dept. o,f Agr. Journal of Agricultural Research, Vol. 6, No. 9.

l'igure 36. A potato affected with late-blight dry-rot.
Cross section, U. S. Dep,t. of Agr. Farmers' Bulletin 54:4.

Late Blight Dry-Rot (Phytophthora infestans De B y . )
is one of the most destructive disease known
in the North Central and New England states.
The
effect of this disease on vines is discussed under ' ' Spray
ing. " Late Blight is indicated on the tuber by sunken .
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dark spots and by a brown discoloration of the flesh ex
tending in from outside. This is a typical dry rot under
storage conditions but often becomes a soft rot in the
field due to other organizisms which follow the late
blight fungus.
.
Tubers affeded with late blight should never be
planted as t hey carry the disease and frequently fail to
germinate.
This disease may not be apparent when
the tubers are put in storage, but develops while the
potatoes are in the bin unless the temperature of the
cellar is kept just above the freezing point.
This disease is often carried south on seed potatoes
causing a leaf-blight which develops during the early
spring whereas i t prevails during late summer in the
north.
Methods of control consist in avoiding affected
tubers for seed and spraying the vines with Bordeaux
mixture as discussed under the subject ' ' Spraying ' ' in
this bulletin.
SIZE OF SEED P'IEOE1S.

This is a subject tha t deserves considerable atten
tion from potato growers. · In general the results of
South Dako ta experiments indicate that an increased
production is secured b y increasing the size of the seed
pieces.
As a general average of the tests ma:de with
both Early Ohio and Carman No. 3 Varieties, the re
sulting yields were as follows :-

Small seed pieces . . . . . . . ....... .. 17 4. 7 bu. per acre.
Medium sized seed pieces ......... 271.7 bu. per acre
Large seed pieces. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 298.5 bu. per acre.

Thus the large seed pieces produc'ed
- 70.9 per cent
greater crop. than· small pieces and the medium sized
pieces out-yielded · the srriall ones by 55· per cent. ( 1 )
( 1) rHume, A. N. ; Champlin, :M anley and Oakland, I . S_. "Selection
and 1Prep•a ra tion of seed 1potatio es-sUze of s,eed 'P·iec,es. and hud y;aria
tion" South Dakota Agriicmltura l Ex•p eriment .Station Bulletlin 15·5 .
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Figure 37. Comparative yi.e-lds from Jarge, medium and small sized
seed pieces cut from the same sized tubers.

Many European potato growers plant whole tubers
· from 1 14 to 2 14 inches in diameter. The advantages
claimed for this system are that a stand i s practically
assured and that there is greater freedom from disease
than when t· he tubers are cut. Growers in this country
object to planting whole seed because it produces too
many p lants per hill, making it necessary to remove
some of the eye s or to thin the stand to avoid producing
a large number of small potatoes. This method also
requires more expense for seed, so that it has never be
come popular here.

Any see d that is diseased or off type can be re
cognized and discarded w hen cutting the tubers for seed
if the work is done by hand. This can not be done so
effectively when the potatoes are cut with a machine
and many large growers prefer to.cut by hand because
of this fact.
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Figure 38. A Potato Cutter.

The machine occasionally cuts a piece with no eye
and others with several. However, many growers wh o
plant a large acreage . believe that the saving i n time
more than makes up for the disadvantages mentioned
.nbove.

It is safe to cut tubers with potato cutter if they
.are pure and disease free, but the machine should not be
-used if there is any evidence of mixture or disease . in
the lot.
PREPARATION O·F SEED BED.

A good seed bed is indispensable in successful potato growing.
Fall plowing, six to eight inches deep
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followed in the spring by thorough disking and harrow
ing, will usually put the soil in the proper condition.
Plowing 12 inches deep has been tested at Highmore in
comparison with seven inch plowing for potatoes. The
plowing was done with a deep tilling machine :
Results as yet unpublished from the agronomy
department, soils division, indicate that at Highmore,
the extremely deep tillage not only yielded no increase
but actually produced a decrease of 8.9 bushels · per
acre in 5-yea.r period. vVhile it is necessary to plow po
tato ground reasonably deep in order to permit proper
planting there is no evidence that it is worth while to
plow deeper than six to eight inches as above recom-
mended.
Lime, wood ashes or fresh stable. manure should not
be applied to the soil just previous to growing potatoes
as they aid the development of scab and other diseases.
lf manm;e is applied it should be composted or well rot
ted.
Crop rotation aids in combating potato diseases
which are caused by organisms living part of the time
in the soil. Certain fungus pa.rasites as well as ins,ect
enemies live in a dormant condition in the soil for sever .:.
al yea.rs, until the proper host plant is grown. Thes.e
parasites die out if the host is kept away long enough.
A three year rotation is sufficient to destroy some of these
parasites, but some diseases require at least a four or
five year rotation. A long rotation has the advantage
of allowing sufficient time f.or manure to be added and
to become well rotted before potatoes are put on the land.
The following rotations are in use on the South Dakota
Experiment Station farms :
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Brookings :

Cottonwood :

Corn
Potatoes
Grain (Wheat, oats or barley) .
White Sweet Clover.
Alfalfa ( 5 to 10 years)
Corn
Wheat
W,hite Sweet Clover ( plowed under)
Potatoes
Flax

}Jureka :
Alfalfa ( 7 to 14 years)
Corn
·wheat
White Sweet Clover ( plowed under )
Millet ( cultivated)
Grain (barley, oats or emmer )
Potatoes
Flax
Highmore :
Alfalfa ( 4 to 8 years )
Corn
Peas or sweet clover ( plowed under) .
Potatoes
Flax
In these rotations the land for corn and potatoes
is plowed six fo eight inches deep, the small grain is
sown on corn or potato ground, disked and harrowed
thoroughly in the spring, and the alfalfa or sweet clo- .
ver is sown wl'th the small grain in the spring. In the
Highmore ·rotation of a:lfalfa ( 4 to 8 years ) corn, sweet
clover or peas plow'ed under, potatoes d.nd flax, · · the·
sweet clover has been sown · in the· co-rn in · the fall but
this has not proved a succe·ss as the sweet. clover usu
ally winter-kills.
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For the high priced lands in- the eastern section,
the Brookings · rotation of corn, potatoes, small grain
In this rota
and sweet clover is very satisfactory.
tion manure is applied to the corn ground each year,
thus the ·entire field receives. manure once in four years,
but manuring of the potato ground immediately before
Another excellent plan con
the potatoes is avoided.
sists in growing the potatoes next to the corn field.
This permits cultivating a:t the same time as the corn
is cultivated. In ·order to keep the land enriched and
f;till avoid manuring the potatoes directly, the manure
tnay be spread on the half of the corn and potato field
This combination
each year which has no potatoes.
corn and potato field may be conveniently rotated with
wheat, oats and clover, with eorn; oats and clover, or
with barley, oats and clover or may be adapted in many
other ways to the individual farm requirements with
out injury to the potato crop if the _ fundamental re
Tests have been conducted
quirements are observed.
nt Cottonwood and-- Eureka to determine the. value of
manure in increasing potato yields. In these tests the
manure is applied direct to the potato ground and also
to the corn ground in the rotation at the rate of six
tons per acre. Thus the land receives six tons per
acre twice in six years at Cottonwood and twice in seven
years at Eureka. The results will be published ·i n de
tail in due cour.se by agronomy soils division. It may
be stated here however that in a four-year period at
Cottonwood application of manure produced an average
annual increase of over 9 bushels per acre. At Eureka
the corresponding increase was 2.16 bushels per acre.
Thus the potatoes alone paid a good price for the
manure, to say nothing of the effect upon succeedirig
crops in- the rotation.
,PLANTI,N G TIME.

Time of planting tests have been . conducted at
Highmore to determine the best time to plant potatoes,
The following
both for early and lat'e market use.

·JJ
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table shows the results obtained from plantings made
at intervals of two weeks each from April 1st to July
1st.
TABLE XIII : ANNUAL AND AVERAGE YIE,LD OF EA1RLY OHIO
PO'DATOES AJNJD PIER OENT OF 1MARKETABLE, TUBERS
IN DATE OF PLANTING TEST AT HIGH!MORE
D at e I farvc>�t ed . .

Date Pl2,nt erl

..

..

..

. .1

.. ..

. . . . . .. ... . . ... .. .. .... .. .. ... .. .. ... ...
.. .. .. .. .. ..
. . ...... ...... ...... ... ... ... ...

Apr il 1 . . . .
A pr il 15
l'vfay 1 . . . . .
1\lay 15 . . . .
Jun e 1 . . . .
June 15 . .
.Tuly 1 . . . .

I

1915-1916

1915
I
1916
!
Average yields
Aug . O� IAug. -Oct. ! E arly D ig - l L at e D ig \
13
2 I 10
1 I
ing
I
ing

I

<1)

<1)

....

<1)

<1)

ro

C)

C)

C)

....

....

;:i
CD

;:i
p::i

....
;:i

126 . 5
129.8
130 . 8
163 . l
146 . 5
86 . 5
1 9.9

ro

<1)
P,

117 . 6
94 . 5
84 . 3
139.8
137 . 6
131 . 0
64 . 3

....

ro

I

Q)
Q.

32.0
73.3
33.0
22 . 0
o.7

•

.....
.....

<1)

....

....

....

<1)
Q.

....
Q)
Pi

;:i
p::i

;:i
p::i

ro

C)

ro

.....c :0ro

<1)

<1)

C)

��
�@

<1)

ro

....
A
;:i
p::i

72 . 2 104 . 2 8 0.1 1 94. 9
5 4 . 7 101 . 5 88.5 74.6
81.4 72 . 4 1 65.0
45.8
62.2 92 . 5 69.9 101.0
51 . 8 73.6 45. 4 94 . 7
5 6 . 9 43.2 30.2 1 93.91
29 . 1
!) • 9 . ... . 1 46. 7 1
D., �

......:: :0ro
<1)

o .!<:
<V

<1) +-'

.... ...,

<l) C'l

o.. :;;J

63 . 6
70.4
72.l
70 . 0
83.0
82. 5
56.0

As an average of two years ( 1915 and 1916 ) the
highest yield for early digging was obtained by planting
April 1st, but the highest yield of marketable tubers
came from the April 15th planting. .The June 1st
planting gave the highest yield of marketable tubers
for the late digging, but planting May 15th gave the
greatest total yield. Apparently the practice of plant
ing for early market as early as possible in spring and
for winter supply during the last two weeks of May is
supported by the two years data available.
PLANTING METHOD.

Potatoes are often planted with a. machine but this
necessitates using the drill method of planting as no ma.
chine has been placed on the market for planting accur
ately in hills equidistant ea.ch way. The _ ·drill method
of planting is preferred by many principally for that
reason. When potatoes are drilled they may be spaced
either 36 or 42 inches apart.
There is some evidence
that the narrower spacing increases yield per acre, but
the wider spacing is more convenient as it enables one
to use ordinary corn cultivators without readjusting
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and to use _ less skillful labor in cultivating. Unless the
land i s very valuable, the wider , s pacing is preferred.
On all the experiment station farms the hill planting
method is practiced. In planting by this method it is
necessary to mark off the land both ways with a sled
marker and then to plow furrows one way and to drop
the\ seed pieces in the cross marks or the land may be
furrowed and a corn planter vyire stretched along the
furrow, the buttons on the wire to indicate the proper
point fo drop the seed pieces.
This hill planting
method requires more work in the spring but enables one
to save from two or four bushels of seed per acre and to
keep the potatoes clean by cultivatiQn witp. very little
recourse to hoeing by hand or weeding, thus saving la
bor for the remainder of the sea.s on. That is the rea- .
son it is preferred and practiced on the experiment
farms and recommended for consideration here.
The depth of planting varies with the type of soil.
f'ota.toe·s can be planted an inch or tw.o deeper on a
tta.ndy soil than on a clay soil. The usual depth is five
or six inche.s.
RATE OF PLANTING.

The rate of planting in America. varies from nine to
sixteen bushel s per acre, with an average of from eleven
to twelve bushels.
Scotch and Irish potato growers
never plant less than 37 bushels per a.ere and they of ten
exceed this amount.
This is largely due to narrower
spacing ma.de possible by hand methods of culture and
partly to the use of whole tubers for seed. It does not
va.y to economize on seed by planting small ·seed pieces
as shown on a previous page, but the wider spacing of
the hills or rows is justified in this state by the neces
sity 0£ avoiding the use of hand· labor in so far as pos
Hible.
In drilling potatoes the seed pieces are spaced from
Two pieces
nine to twelve inches a.pa.r t in the rows.
are planted per hill when the hill method is employed .
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I
Figure 39. A. single row, two man, potato plant�r.

Figure 40. A. single row, one man potato planter.
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Figure 41. A two row potato planter.

COST OF PRODUOTJO.N.

T he following figures ar,e only ,estimates of the
cost of the various o perations and can be considered

merely as an indication of the probable profits.
Com
petent farm management, favorable conditions for se
curing help etc. will increase the profits proportionately.

The following estimates a.re made on the cost of produc

ing one acre of potatoes under different methods of
seeding.

The returns are estimated on a basis of 86

bushels per acre at 54 cents.
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When planted in drills.
Interest on land, 6% on $75.00 valuation . ....$
Seed, 12 bu. @ 75c per bu. ............. . .. . .
Treating seed, 12 bu. 3c per bu. . . . . . . .
Cutting seed, 1 day 's labor .................
Plowing, 7 inches deep .....................
Double disking .............. . .. ... . .......
Harrowing, 4 times @ 20c each .............
Planting, with m achine ....................
Cultivating; 3 operations @ 35c each ........
Hoeing, 4 days labor @ 2.00 ................
( 1. ) Spraying, 4 times @ 60c each ...........
Digging, 86 bu. @ 2c per bu. ................
Picking up 86 bu. @ 2c per bu. ..............
Marketing, 4 miles @ le per bu. per mile ....

4.50
.
9
_./,
�(1f
2
1. 75
1. .00
.80
1. . 25
1..05
8.00
2.40
1.72
1.72
3. 44

io

Total ............................$38.99
Value of average yield of 86 bushels at 54c per
bushel for 10 years, 1906-1915. $46 . 44, leaving a net return of $7.45 per acre when p lanted in drills.
(1.)

This operrstion will vary in cost with the kind of spray a nd co st of
chemical

·w hen planted in hills.
Interest on land, 6% on $75.00 valuation .....$
Seed, 9 bu. @ 75c per bu. ..................
Treating seed, 9 bu. @ 3c per bu. ............
Cutting seed, % day labor @ $2.00...........
Plowing, 7 inches deep ................... ...
Double disking ............................
H arrowing, 4 times @ 20c each .............
Planting, marking dropping and covering ....
Cultivating, 5 operations @ 35c each ........
Hoeing, li2 day labor @ $2.00 ..............
Spraying, 4 operat ions @ 60c each .......... .
Diggin·g, 86 bu. @ 2c per bu. ................
Picking up 86 bu. @ 2c per bu. ...............
Marketing, 4 miles @ 19 per bu. per mile ....

4.50
6 . 75
.27
1 .50
l.75
1 .00
.80
5.bO
1.75
1. 00
2.40
1.72
1. . 72
3.44

Total . . ............... ; ..........$33 .60
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Value of average yield of 86 bushels at 54c per
bushel tor 10 years, 1 906- 1 91 5-$46.44 l eaving a net · re
. turn of $12.84 per acre when planted in hi l l s.
The above estimates indicate that a larger profit
can be made by planting in hills tha;n by planting in
drills.
This is due largely to the decreased cost of
hoeing where the potatoes can be cultivated both ways .
11 hese figures are intended merely to compare the two
methods of planting and should not be interpreted as
showing the actual ca· s h profit from potatoes which will
vary greatly with the individual managi ng ability of
e ach grower and with l ocal conditions.
CULTIVA TIO"N.

Frequent cultivation is necessary for successful
potato growing.
The l and shoul d be cultivated as
rnon after planting as the weeds appear.
This can be
done either by harrowing or by following the ridge
The latter
made by the potato planter over each row.
process is called blind plowing.
This kil l s the weeds
and ridges the soil over the row before the sprouts start.
The field should then be l eveled with a harrow and as
soon as the potatoes are up so the rows can be followed
they should be given a deep cultivation.
After thi s
frequent shallow cultivation is neccessary to keep the
soil mellow and free from weeds.
Potatoes should be
h arrowed at l east once a week until the plants are five or
six inches high. This h elps to keep weeds . from start. ing in t he hills or rows as well as between the row�. It is
good practice to go thru the field a time or t wo with
a spring tooth weeder after the plants a.re five or six
i nches high. Any corn cultivator can be used for cul 
i ivating potatoes but many growers prefer the walkj ng
cultivator for the last cultivation.. They maintain that
this type of cultivator can be controlled more e ffectively
and that this reduces the danger of harming the plants.
r:l'he eradication of weeds is an important facto r i n the
control · o f many in'sect pests and fungus diseases.
High ri d ging o.f the soil or hil ling should be avoided as
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it interferes with conservation of soil moisture by ex
posing more surface for evaporation.
�PRAYIN G A,� D PREVE·N'.UION OF POT· ATO PESTS.

A very satisfactory spray for most vine diseases is
Bordeaux mixture, which consists of copper sulphate,
caustic lime and water. The proportion for potatoes
is five pounds of · copper sulphate, five pounds of
caustic lime and fifty gallons of water . . From 70 to
100 gallons of this spray are required to cover one acre
of potatoes. It is necessary to dissolve the copper sul
phate and caustic lime in separate containers, either
wooden barrels or earthen jars as the copper sulphate
con�odes metals. If 100 gallons is the amount of Bord ·
eaux mixture desired, place ten pounds of copper sul
phate in a loose sack and suspend in 50 gallons of water.
Dissolving in a sack prevents ins·o luble matter from go
ing into the solution where it might give trouble clog
ging s, p ray nozzles. The amounts can be . increased or
diminished to furnish the desired amount, but the same
ratio must be followed. The copper sulphate crystal s
require several hours t o dissolve. I t is good practice
to allow them to remain in water over night. T he
caustic lime should be placed in a receptacle and cover 
ed with enough water· to slake it, after which more
water is added to make fifty gallons of lime water, as
soon as the lime is slaked. T he most important pa. r t
of the process is in mixing the lime water with the
copper sulphate solution. Ea.ch solution must be
kept thoroughly stirred. Two men a.re required to do
the dipping and pouring to the best advantage. Ea.ch
should dip out a bucketful from the separate solutions
and pour them at the same time, thru a fine strainer into
the container intended to re· c eive the Bordeaux mix
ture. This method will both mix and strain the solu
tion. The Bordeaux resulting from the mixture of
these solutions is of a miiky blue color and should be
applied to the vines as soon as possible for the efficiency
of the Bordeaux is partially lost by standing more than
a few hours.
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Figure 42. A potato sprayer at work.

F .:.gure 43. A high pressure potato sprayer similar to the one shown
in Fig. 4�.
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It is good practice to add six pounds of lead arsen
ate or one pound of P aris green to each 100 gallons of the
Bordeaux mixture.
This will kill many insects which
Spraying should begin when the
feed on the foliage.
p1ants are six or eight inches high and should be made
at intervals of about two weeks.
Three or four ap
plications are usually necessary.
The plants must be
entirely c·overed with a fine mist if the spraying is to be
most effective. A spraying machine which develops at
Jeast 100 pounds pressure is recommended. The machine
should be provided with two nozzles for each row, so ar
ranged that a fine mist will be thrown upon the leaves
to thoroughly cover them . Late blight always appears
very soon after a rain and usua_lly during the latter part
of July or throughout August.
An effort should be
made fo apply the Bordeaux mixture before the rains
as this win protect the plants from infection by late
blight. The copper sulphate forms a disinfecting film
over the ,s tems and leaves. The lime helps to prevent
it from washing off.
Late Blight ( Phyt ophthora infes tans ) is one of
the most destructive potato diseases known.
It has
been very thoroughly inve, stigated but as yet it is not
known how the disease lives from one epidemic year to
t..he next. Some inves tigators maintain that the disease
is carried by the seed tubers but others ,think that the
fungus passes the intervening period between epidemics
in a resting condition in the soil, appearing again when
conditions are favorable for i ts growth.
Our own observ ations lead to the belief that both
explanations are correct and that the blight lives over
jn the tubers as well as in the soil.
The fungus un
questionably comes through the soil and infe, cts the low
er le,aves of the potato plant first.
The disease
spreads from the lower leaves over the foliage until the
whole top is killed if conditions remain favorable for
its c ontinued development. Late blight is manifested
by dark watery areas on the foliage which develop
rapidly in size under favorable conditions, namely-

1.
2.
3.
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Low soil temperature.
High re· 1ative humidity.
High soil m oisture c ontent.

A frost like mildew appears on the under side o f
This is the fungus bearing its
thes.e watery areas.
spores.
These spores spread the disease to the ·o ther
leaves and the dead leaves carry the spores to the
ground when they fall. The rain washes the spores into
the soil where they infect the tubers caus�ng the char
acteristic late blight rot.
Thorough spraying with Bordeaux mixture is a
very effective way t o prevent this disease.

Figure 45. E arly Blight showing "target" spots. .Penn. .St.ate Ool
Iege Agr. Ex p. Sta. Bui. 140.

Early Blight ( A. lternaria solani ) is a c ommon fun
gous disease of potato f oliage. T his disease is indicated
by brown spots o n the leaves which later develop con
centric markings, giving somewhat the appearance of
a spider web or a targ,et. . T he affected areas drop out
leaving holes which are often so numerous that the foli 
age is killed. Maturity is hastened e· ven when the foli
age is not killed which ca.uses a l ow yield and poor
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g-rade potatoes.
This disease does not attack the tu
bers. The fungus lives from season to season in decay
ed tops of other refuse.
Tops should be burned which
have been affected with this disease.
Early b light
can be prevented by a thorough and timely spraying
with Bordeaux mixture.

Tip-burn i s frequently confused with early and late
b light.
The uprolling margin of the leaflet is its dis
tingui,shing characteristic.
It occurs in dry weather
when the transpiration- of water from the · leaves takes
place more rapidly than the roots can ab sorb water
from the soil. Spraying aids in preventing this trouble
to some extent and frequent shallow cultivation is also
beneficial.

Figure 46. Potato Burn, a hot weather reaction of potatoes grown
in midsummer at Washington, D. · C., U. S. Dep,t. of Agr.
Bul. �4, Plate 14.
POTATO IN·SE.CTiS.

The following sta tements concerning some common
insect pests are included at the suggestion of Prof. H.
C. Severin, head of the entomology department.
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The Colorado Potato Beetle (Leptinotarsa deceni 

t-ineata ) is a very common potato pest and is familiar
to all potato growers.
Spraying with Paris green at
the rate of two pounds of the poison and two pounds of
freshly s laked lime to 100 gallons of water or two pounds
of Paris green to 100 gallons of Bordea.ux is the most ef
fective way of combating this insect. Six pounds of lead
arsenate paste added to 100 gallons of water or Bordeaux
mixture is nearly as effective and does not injure the
foliage.
Blister Beetles (Epicauta sp. et al. ) are at times a
serious pest. There are several species, varying from
b lack to yellow or gray and spotted or striped and from
one-half to an inch or more long. T he adult beetle
feeds on the potato leaves.. Spraying with two pounds
of Paris green added to 100 gallons of Bordeaux mixture
or two pounds of freshly slaked lime to 100 gallons of
water will check this insect to some · extent. These in
sects are not very difficult to combat, and fortunately
the spray is the same as is used for other troubles, thus
causing no added expense.
Flea Beetles · ( Epitrix sp. ) are common pests which
cause much damage by eating small holes in the potato
leaves. The adult beetle is very difficult to control.
Paris green and lead arsenate seem to be inadequate.
Bordeaux mixture act·s as a repellent but since the in
sect feeds on the under as well as the upper side of the
leaf, the spray must be applied thoroly to be .effe'Ctive.
Special care should be taken to keen down the weeds if
this insect is present so that it will have no place to
breed.
The Stalk-Borer ( Trichobaris trinotata ) is a des
tructive pest in some sections. The chief damage is
done by the larvae which are small yellow grubs a.bout
one-third · of an inch long with brownish heads. They
enter the stems during late June and early July and
tunnel down the stalks, killing the plants. These in
sects live over winter in the beetle stage inside the dead
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potato stalk. Pulling and burning . the stalks early in
the fall is the most successful method of eradication.
White Grubs ( Lachno�terna sp. ) often do much
damage to potato tubers. These are the larvae of bee
tles which lay their eggs in the ground, most frequently
in grassy or weedy :fields . . The most serious grub injury
to the potato crop occurs when potatoes are planted on
grass land. A rotation should be practiced in which a
small grain crop, clover, alfalfa or peas will be planted
on ,s od land in a grub year. Potatoes may usually be
grown on land that was in a cultivated crop the preced
ing year .
. Field mice often do much damage to potatoes.
They can be controlled by clean cultivation, the de
stmction of weeds and burning of fence rows which of
fer them a breeding place. Poisoning with strychnine
and grain or strychnine and sweet potato is also prac
ticed.
HARVESTING.

Potatoes can be harvested as S'O on as the crop is
mature but the usual practice i s to harvest only enough
at this time to supply the early local demand and leave
the remainder in the soil until time to put in storage · or
ship to the general market.
The bulk ·of the South
Dakota crop is usually harvested about October 1 st .
Potatoes should be. harvested early enough to avoid all
danger of chilling· as chilled potatoes are praC't ically
sure to spoil whil€ in storage. It is a good practice
to allow potatoes to lie in the sun two .or three hours be
fore storing as they will dry off and not carry so much
dirt attached to them.
This lessens the chance of
carrying infection.
There are a great many methods of digging pota
toes. · The common walking plow may be used but it
i s objectionable because so many potatoes are bruised
or cut and many are not brought to the surface. Sever
al kinds of potato diggers are on the market.
The
general prin ciple of the machine digger is to plow out
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the potatoes and elevate them over rods which shake
ont the dirt and leave the potatoes lying on the surface
behind the machine or elevate them into a wagon, but
it is necessary to hand pick the potatoes as many clods
of dirt will be thrown in with them. The most impor- tant factor in harvesting potatoes is to avoid cutting
c,r brusing them, as this greatly injures their keeping
qualities.

"Figure 47. A large potato digger.

}'igure 48. A modern potato digger similar to the one shown in
Fig. 47.
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}'igure 49. A potato digger at work.
STORAGE.

Potato storage is a very serious problem both from
the standpoint of good seed and handling the bulk
crop. Several forms of tuber rot which cannot be de
tected when the potatoes are put in storage may
anpear if conditions are favorable for their develop
ment. P otatoes b_egin to sweat very soon after being
fJiled together unless the temperature is low.
The
moisture which collects on the outside of the tuber to
gether with the heat makes an ideal condition for de
cay. Late ·b light dry-rot and powdery dry-rot are two
important storage diseases which can be controlled by
cool storage. The temperature should be kept even
and just above the freezing point.
This will pievent
any heating and greatly reduce the danger from thes.e
cli scr1 seS'. It is very difficult to keep potatoes for any
great length o.f time that have been cut or bruised.
Several specias of Fusarium are liable to attack injured
tubers in storage.
They are chiefly semi-parasitic
fungi which live in storage cellars.
Fusarium co.erulum is a common fungus of this
kind and causes a characteristic wrinkled decay. Dis
infecting the cellar each fall before storing potatoes is
an effective way to control this disease.
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Figure 50. A large potato sorter. Suitable for warehouse grading.
POTATO MARKE'l'IN·G

The . question of more efficient and more economic
marketing of potatoes is a very important one in South
Da�ota at the present time. The production of pota
toes increased 120.8 per cent during the ten years
. from 1906 to 1915 while the population increased dur
ing the •same period only 28 per cent. This can only
mean that the farmers of ,South Dakota have become
interested in supplying potatoes to the outside market
and this necessitates consideration of the marketing
problem not only from the standpoint of the bulk crop,
but als-o with the object of furnishing seed potatoes to
the ,southern market.
The following matters require
attention from South Dakota potato growers if the best
results a.re to be obtained.
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1. - Reducing the number of varieties grown in each
locality and avoiding mixtures.
2. Improvement in sorting and grading methods
both on the farm and at the loading station.
3. Br:i]di ng of community potato warehouses.
4. Special attention to seed improvement, freedom
from disease and dissemination of standard varieties.
5. Establishing proper rotation of crops and cul
ture methods.
6. Dissemfoation of information on diseases and
insect pests.
A commnnity plan of raising the crop which attempts
to get enough farmers in each locality to grow a single
standard variety so that car load lots can be placed on
the market is worth while. Mixed car loads are always
discriminated against. The improvement of sorting
and grading methods is also important. When the
farmer or dealer ships ungraded potatoes he not only
loses what value the culls may have as stock feed, but
pays freight to the . market and stands the expense of
having them sorted at the market.
A community
warehouse permits more efficient grading and the ship
ment of graded car lots of a single variety.
POSS:IBILITIES IN SEED POTA·TO PRODUCTION.

It i s almost a universal practice in the south to plant
tubers of early varieties which have been grown for
several seasons in the north. The demand for northern
grown reed has developed a very considerable industry
in some potato producing regions, notably Maine,
Michigan and Wisconsin.
These states have furnish
ed a large proportion of the seed potatoes, not only to
the southern bu� to the central and many western
states during the past.
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There 1s an urge·n t need for some new
district to make a · business of producing pure
seed potatoes because of the increased demand for
good seed and the presence of such diseases as late
blight and fusarium wilt in those districts which are
producing seed.

· Figure 511. A fi·eld of potatoes produced from home grown southern
seed, at the left and from northern grown seed at the right, U. S.
Dept. of Agr. Farmers' Bulletin 407. ,Conditions in South Dakota
are suitable for the production of pure seed and the p,roblem is
worthy of consideration.

It is neccessary to have systematic inspection of
potatoes both while growing in the · fiel d and after they
are stored in the bin, if seed potatoes a.re to be improve
ed ; standard varieties established ; proper cultural
methods brought about and informatfon on potato
diseases disseminated.
The purpose of the field inspection is to determine
the source of seed, cultural methods followed and the
presence of such disea�es as black-leg and late blight.
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The bin inspection determines. the yield, m aturity
and quality of tubers and the presence of such d iseases
as scab and l ate blight.
This work is carried on very
effectively in Wisconsin by the state experi ment asso
ciation. The associ ation sends out an expert, once dur
ing the summer and again 'after ·the potatoes are h ar
vested to each potato grower who desires to sell pure
seed.
If all conditions are s atisfactory the inspector
reports fav-o rably to the secretary of the associ ation and
the producer is allowed to ship seed bearing the asso
ciation tag· which guarantees the seed to be free from
r1iseases and free from mixture.
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